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Editor's letter
Welcome to the June issue!
We have selected and organized features that will resonate with you and
your self-welling. We wanted to go beyond and share the hidden chapter
of the actors' journey, the beginnings, and the transit. We hope to
facilitate the connection between you and your favourite artists, find the
beauty behind the lens and hope that you will enjoy the experience as
you read the pages of our magazine. Viewties is written for the fans, the
talent, and the art lovers who loyally read every issue. Remember this is
a fast-read digital publication to celebrate art and value the talent, to
know the other side of the story, one artist at a time.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television, introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their work and dedication that brings a project /
character to life requires. As I always say, If I can take something from
my job, I believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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After delighting audiences across the world with her brilliant performance
as Maisie Lockwood in Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom, Isabella Sermon
returns to the big screen reprising the role in the final installment of the
Jurassic franchise, Jurassic World Dominion.
As our conversation goes on, we explore more about her character’s
journey over the four years. The lovely Isabella shares her experiences
filming this film and exposes in her sentences her maturity and joy in
overcoming the challenges when portraying this character so beautifully.
She and I also conversed about her introduction to acting, success, and
dealing with expectations as a child actor in the industry.

Photography. Ruth Crafer
Words. Vanesa Miraglia

V: Before we chat about Jurassic World Dominion,
I would like to know a little bit more about your
introduction to acting. When or how did you
realize that you had an inkling for the arts?

V: What was the moment that you felt you had to
pinch yourself? Was it the first day on set, meeting the cast or simply watching the film for the
first time?

ISABELLA: I actually started acting at my
school in school plays! I think I first realised
that I loved acting when I was about 8 or 9,
and I was cast as James in James and the
Giant Peach at my school.

ISABELLA: I think watching the film for the
first time was very overwhelming and surreal
for me, as the whole experience of creating it
during the Pandemic, which was a pretty amazing feat, and waiting almost 2 years to see
it for the first time, meant that I was highly
anticipating watching it. Honestly, I loved every minute of it.

V: Did you have to deal with expectations as a child
actor in the industry? How have you been dealing
with this once you made your debut as Maisie
Lockwood in Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom?
ISABELLA: For me, it has sometimes been a
little challenging being either the only child
or young adult on set. On Dominion, due to
the Pandemic, the majority of the cast and
some of the crew lived together in a hotel
for 4 months so whilst this was a great
experience, I didn't have much contact with
my friends and wider family, except on
Facetime. But luckily some of the actors and
the crew who had kids brought them to the
hotel so that was very nice for me. Also, the
cast treated me like an adult, which was
great as I hate being patronised!

V: I remember you saying that when you were
shooting Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom, some of
the actors used to give you tips on set. I imagine
working with this cast has felt like being on a
master class. Have you taken some of their qualities
to emulate your own work? How do you feel this
experience shape your identity as an actor?
ISABELLA: Personally, I think working on
these two films have been so beneficial for me as
both a young actor and a young woman, as just
watching the cast work was essentially a
masterclass for me. It was amazing to witness,
and I definitely try to emulate everything I
learnt, both acting wise and in my day to day life.

V: I was thinking that after the success of the
movie your life completely changed. How do you
unwind from the public eye and live a normal
life, you know, just being Isabella?

V: Let’s talk about your character now, what can
you reveal of her transition from Fallen Kingdom
to World Dominion? Are there new aspects of her
that will be explore in the movie?

ISABELLA: My life has not changed a whole
lot, except now I do hear a lot of dinosaur
jokes from my friends and people that I meet.
To unwind, I like to watch films, paint and
listen to music. I’ve also got a really great set
of friends who keep me super grounded.

ISABELLA: We meet Maisie again 4 years after leaving the Lockwood Estate. She is living
in a cabin with Owen and Claire who are trying to protect her from people who might
want to experiment on her, as she is of huge
scientific value. Maisie has grown up a lot ...

over the 4 years and is now a teenager, so she is
looking for independence and self-knowledge.
V: What helps you to connect with Maisie? Is she
similar to yourself or completely opposite?
ISABELLA: Apart from being a clone,
Maisie and I are two peas in a pod. She is
very curious, and adventurous at heart, as
well as sometimes being quite impulsive. I
imagine that she would also have a similar
taste in music to me.
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V: How do you approach your scenes?
ISABELLA: I try to be as prepared as possible when it comes to actually shooting, so
that means being on time and making sure
my lines are well learnt, so then I can take
suggestions that the director gives to me.
When actually preparing a scene, I try to find
areas of the character that I relate to, which
was easy for Maisie, as we are very similar.
V: Did you find anything about the job in this
film challenging?
ISABELLA: I found one scene which is
shown in the trailer very hard to film.
Maisie is climbing a ladder with a dinosaur
(which I won't name) about to eat her. As I
have never been in a life or death situation,
it was difficult to summon the fear and
terror that Maisie felt in that particular
scene. Hopefully I pulled it off though.
V: You have done an amazing job as Maisie and I
can’t wait to see you playing more characters
soon, what types of roles are you looking to play-

ing in the future?
ISABELLA: In the future, I would love to
continue playing rebellious young women. I
also love following the stories of young
adults, as I think that the adolescent brain
works differently to that of an adult, so we
feel and experience everything in a different
way, which I think is really interesting to
watch on a screen. I also love a good action
film as stunt work really excites me.
V: This last question is a little bit personal to me,
as my nationality is Argentinian, I like to ask the
people I interview about what they know about the
country, their art and culture. This way we mix
both cultures and somehow feel we are unified by
the art. So, have you ever seen or experienced any
type of art/culture from Argentina?
ISABELLA: I have not visited Argentina but
I would really like to at some point. I love to
travel and I speak some Spanish, so that
would be an ideal trip for me.
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